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Chat Corner Jessica Biddlecombe

Happy new year C.P.ers.
Last Nevember Peter Biddlecombe gave his annual talk on repot-

ting and taking cuttings of Nepenthes. We had a lot of fun with his talk.
Kirsty had the most enjoyment as she brought in her own plant to be re-
potted and got right into it. More involvement is good.

I wish to say Peter Furbank's plant of the month, his Sarracenia
purpurea ssp. venosa was stunning and even to this day I am still say-
ing the same thing. The most beautiful Sarracenia I have ever seen.

There have been a few communication breakdowns lately. Keep
the lines open. Don't get bogged down.

What a December swap meet!!! Again the quality of plants was
WONDERFUL. When I say each year gets better than the last, I kid
you not! As each plant is brought in I'm awed by it and then another is
brought in. By the end of the day I am salivating like a rabid dog.

My faith has been vindicated and Nathan Clemens took out the
Grand champion hophy, the "DALY AWARD"., for his spectacular
plants. While all the other plants deserved a prize there is always some
that shout to be noticed. Congradulations!

Everyone had a good time. The barbeque was fired up, lunches
brought out and the Hot House raffle was drawn. Lucky Anna, a new
member won so we expect she will have loads of plants to enter into
the competition next year. Congrads! Please do not think your plants
are not good enough to enter as I took a Sarraceniajust because I liked
it and it won aprizel

To all those males that gave me a hard time because my Ronald
MacDonald hair colour there will be no Macplants for you lot!!

First we would like to thank Terry Nicholls for being a wonder-
ful host and his parents for the venue. Thank you to all those that con-
fributed prizes, put up canopies, carried ftestles, plants, and all manner
of things. Thank you to everyone who came. As usual the plants for
sale were snapped up quickly and it was good to see a few more people
with sale plants as it gave a greater selection of different types.

The society can hold its head high for the show it puts on!

When the meeting finnished a few of us stayed on for tea with
Terry and Bronwyn. After the hectic day, the quiet time was much
needed. what a show when the Rainbow Lorrikeets came down to
feed. It was a time to enjoy each others company and chat about the
days events.

Already there have been ideas thrown about on how to expand
the societies social calendar for bigger and better events for the year
2001. An exciting time for all to get involved.

Last July we saw the start of Greg Bourke's bogs. At this point I
think only Greg could visualize how it would look when established as
he had only begun on the yard. well Peter and I have seen it as it has
progressed over time and I cannot express how impressed we are with
the advances made. while I don't want to spoil the surprise for every-
one I can only tell you it will be an event not to miss so put the winter
meet on your calendar now!

On a personal note, I wish to thank all those who gave me sup-
port with news I received at the swap meet. To those that helped me
pack up, gave verbal comfort, and rang later to offer help, Thank you.

Your Friendly C.Per
Jessica

p.s. Don't forget to come to the meetings. Remember with the wannel
weather the sun is more intense so you may have to move certain plants
to more shade.

Peter Frey entered two plants into the competition this year!! This
staunch Orchid grower may be a closet C.Per!

Nathan Clemens' father took loads of photos as did others so we
may get an album togeter for documentation of our show. A BRAG
BOOK.

Editors Note:
On behalf of the society I would like to thank Chris McClellan

for the outstanding work he has done for the societies web page. The
time that Kirsty put in to exposing us to the world has both increased
and diversified our membership. with chris' time and effort the web



page is now a very exciting place to visit. The page is ever changing
and most importantly it brings the meetings to those who cannot make
it to Burwood. It also has an up to date seed bank. Well done Chris!

Denis Daly Award (.Grand Champion) Nathan Clemens

Dionaea Award - Nathan Clemens
Dionaea Highly Commended - Andrew Clarke
Drosera Award - Peter Furbank
Drosera Highly Commended - Richard Sullivan
Drosera Highly Commended - Richard Sullivan
Saracenia Award - Peter Furbank
Sarracenia Highly Commended - Kirstie Wulf
Sarracenia Highly Commended - Jessica Biddlecombe or Phil Reyter
Nepenthes Award - Jessica Biddlecombe
Nepenthes Highly Commended - Phil Reyter
Nepenthes Highly Commended - ??

Cephalotus Award - Richard Sullivan
Heliamphora Award - Nathan Clemens
Darlingtonia Award - Nathan Clemens
Utricularia Award - fuchard Sullivan
Best Photo - Kirstie Wulf
Best Artwork - Luke Brousek
Plant and Owner Look Alike -Owen ONeil or Terry Nichols
ReddestPlant-DHooper
Best Presented - Jessica Biddlecombe
Best Hybrid - Margaret Frey
Greediest Plant - Maragret Frey
Best Plant from aNew Member - Chris McClellan
Best Host - Terry Nichols What a show when the Rainbow Lorrikeets
came down to feed.

Reprinted from the NZCPS journal.

CPs in the Wild Andrew Broome (1999)

As I was in Hamilton for the last NZCPS committee meeting ol
1998 and so was Bruce Salmon, we, along with Richard Littin and our
host -Len Trigg, decided to spend a bit of time the following day
checking out some of the local sites for various species of carnivorous
Plants. Once we finally got moving we headed towards paeroa (after a

lunch break in Morrinsville). Our first stop was Kopuatai peat dome -

in the HaurakiPlains. We parked the car and crossed a couple of pad-
docks (avoiding the local bovines) and soon started seeing the odd
Drosera binata scattered around in the scrub and grass. Bruce kept say-
ing that there were heaps more as well as D. spathulata and maybe a

Utricularia close by so we kept wandering and looking. Eventually we
came across a more open iuea and sure enough there were plenty ol
very red D. binak to be seen as well as really nice clumps of D. spathu-
lata. It took a while but eventually Bruce managed to find some scat-
tered examples of Utricularia novae-zelandiae as well although, as it
was not in flower, you really had to know what you were looking at.
The CP relative neophyte, Richard, still isn't convinced I suspect. After
sampling a D. spathulata or two we decided to move on towards the
Coromandel and so trudged our way back towards the car. It was only
on the way back that we got wet and peaty which was somewhat an-
noying after being so careful.

Once back on the road we drove through Paeroa and on into the
Coromandelarea. Eventually we found Puketui Rd, drove to the end ol
it and parked. Due to the recent rain the river there was quite high bul
we bravely forded it and walked up the track. After several hundred
metres we found an area where the hill had fallen away (probably par-
tially due to the action of a nearby seepage and stream) and there we
saw plenty of a smaller dark red D. binata growing in the most unlikely
(to me) habitat that I've seen. Basically a very wet Coromandel clay
bank with no other vegetation except a few isolated hardy grasses.



Once we'd had our fill of D. binata we went a little further along the
track and saw a few tall D. auriculata plants under some scrub and
then, on the other side of the track, some more D. spathulata. These
plants seemed different to the Kopuatai plants having shorter petioles
which resulted in a smaller overall rosette diameter. The Coromandel
form also lacked hair on the leaves and had shorter flower spikes and
fewer flowers than the Kopuatai plants.

It will be interesting to see how the characteristics are maintained
under cultivation. After spending some time looking at the plants it was
time to head back to Hamilton for a rest before I had to retum to Palm-
erston North the following day. So, all in all, this was a good days
worth of CPs-in-the-wild. I can recommend both sites as being worth a
look if you're in the area and prepared to make a small effort.

Carnivorous Plants near Hermanus. South Africa.

Robert Gibson

The coastal resort town of Hermanus, 150km south east of Cape
Town, is backed by a low sandstone range, the Kleinriviersberge that
contains a number of ephemeral and permanent wetlands. These sup-
port an impressive number of carnivorous plants: Drosera admirabilis,
D. aliciae, D. capensis, D. cistiflora, D. x corinthiaca, D. ester-
huysenae, D. glabripes, D. hilaris, D. ramentacea, D. slackii and
Utricularia bisquamata. Roridula gorgonias also grows here.

The Kleinriviersberge rise to 768m above the coastal plain. De-
spite their modest height, they rise almost out of the ocean and thus
catch moist onshore winds, so the higher parts are frequently engulfed
in cloud. The range of quartz rich Table Mountain Sandstone provides
an ideal viewing point for migrating whales that come close to shore,
and also is clothed in the incredibly species-rich fynbos vegetation. Nu-
merous small steams flow down the range, often widening to form
small, interconnected wetlands with peaty soil before the streams con-
verge in impressive gorges on the lower slopes. It is likely that some

of these small peaty swamps occur at small seepage zones too, but this
is not always easy to ascertain. Most of this habitat is found within the
confines of the Fernkloof Nature Reserve.

Fynbos vegetation is heath like and generally tree poor. What il
lacks in height it more than makes up for in plant diversity; and indeed
this vegetation type is endemic to the Cape Floral kingdom of the
southern part of South Africa. Characteristic species include various
members of southern rushes (the Restionaceae), Ericas, various Pro-
teaceae (including Leucadendron gandogeri, Protea compacta, P.
cyanaroides, P. nerifolia and P. speciosa), and Drosera. The diversity
of plants appears to be linked to the infertility of the soil, which in turn
is due to the plant mineral-poor Table Mountain Sandstone. So rather
than a few species being able to dominate most habitats, no single spe-
cies has the upper hand, and thus a great many species grow happily
side by side in the smallest but most diverse floral kingdom on the
planet. Nutrients are released by not infrequent bush fires, with an av-
erage occturence on once every 20 years; of to which all native species
are well-adapted (Burman and Bean, 1985). As luck would have it,
many parts of the range had bumt out the previous srrnmer, so thal
what was previously dense low shrubland was very open. As we were
to find out, it is not much fun to push through dense shrubs in the un-
burnt areas, and finding carnivorous plants was made much more diffi-
cult.

I had the great privilege of visiting the area in July and December
1997 with the well-known Capetownian carnivorous plant enthusiasl
extraordinaire, Eric Green. Eric has one of the most amazing carnivo-
rous plant collections I have ever seen, which now fills his backyard.
His collection includes many of the native species, which gave me a

chance to study these species in more detail after seeing them in the
wild.

I was able to see all but D. ramentacea in the wild in the hills be-
hind Hermanus. Eric kindly took me to places where the majority ol



species occurred, including some important type locations. These are

outlined, along with each species and their habitat in the text below:

Drosera admirabilis
The compact red rosetted D. admirabills proved to be a challeng-

ing species to find in the wild, even though it is only known from the
Kleinriviersberge and we had been admiring a range of other, larger
sundews in its type location. The species grows in peaty wetlands
where streams from the upper slopes spread out in chains of peaty wet-
lands before becoming rejuvenated in gorges in their lower reaches.

This species forms small rosettes to 2cm across, which have

short, wedge-shaped leaves. When not flowering they show a strong re-
semblance to D. aliciae. However, when they flower the vertical base

of the scape and the flower structure of their flowers are two obvious
features. I recall the amusing situation when I realised after my first
visit to the area that I had been at the type location of this sundew but
not seen any plants. This was further compounded by reports by the
well-known Fernando Rivadavia of seeing plenty of plants of this spe-

cies at the main wetland Eric and I had been in a few months before.
Even in December 1997 it still took Eric and I quite a while to find
plants. Naturally we had been walking over the plants for some time,
but had thought them young, small D. aliciae plants. When we saw
some in flower and checked the flower structure then we knew that at
last we had tracked down this common yet elusive species. It was inter-
esting to note that on that summer's day, flowers of D. admirabilis
were open but those of D. aliciae in the same wetland were not.

The flowers have three styles that are bifurcated from the base

and further bifircated or trifurcated only at the apex of the six style
segments. The leaf under surface tends to have only a few scattered
white hairs, and thus it differs from the otherwise similar D. aliciae.

D. aliciae
Two forms of D. aliciae were seen in the hills behind Hermanus,

although the difference appears to be somewhat plastic and depends
upon environmental features. The main form was the typical form in
cultivation, with large, evergreen olive green to reddish rosettes to 5
cm across which grow in peaty sand wetlands along sheams. Each
spring the large rosettes send up one to three scapes that have a dis-
tinctly curved base. The flowers are up to 2 cm across and have three
styles which are multiply divided into many more than 6 style seg-
ments.

The other form occurs in dry sandy soil on the middle slopes ol
the range. The rosettes are usually a pale green colour and it was no-
ticed, in December, than many of the rosettes had died down to the
roots in response to the dried soil. These plants rely exclusively upon
rain and fog to continue their growth and tend to produce only one.
rarely two scapes in spring to early summer. The flowers are also up to
2 cm across and have multiply divided styles. It is interesting to see
that that plants of this form brought into cultivation, and grown in per-
manently wet peaty sand, have evergreen rosettes that tum deep olive
green to reddish. It shows the adaptability of this species. Initially Eric
and I were calling this form D. curviscapa, an invalid name for D.
aliciae, but then saw it was an interesting ecotype of D. aliciae.
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D. capensis
The well-known D. capensis grew in peaty sand amongst sedges,

in the company of other sundews. In July its presence was noted but
most attention was given to the associated carnivorous plants which
were not familiar to me. However, in December I noticed that the Cape
sundew plants were of large size, with stems about 15cm high and the
rosette up to 30cm across. Perhaps this was in response to the recent
fire and the plants had more space to spread out? The plants were of
the "narrow leaf' form, which is by far the most cofilmon form in the
wild and grew in moderate abundance. The plants were flowering in
December and I noticed that the pink petals had a darker pink spot at
the base. In hindsight it would be useful to have a closer look at the
plants from this region. The plants grew with D. admirabilis, D.
aliciae, D. x corinthiaca, D. slackii, U. bisquamata and R. gorgonias.

It is likely that the natural hybrid with D. aliciae occurs some-
where in the peaty wetlands in this region, especially where both spe-

cies grow abundantly together. This sterile hybrid would be recognised
by the arching rectangular leaves, to 8cm or so long on a very short
stalk.

D. cistillora
In July many plants of D. cistiflorawere seen in dry sandy soil on

the hill slopes, well away from the peaty wetlands which supported a

greater range of camivorous plants. The plants grew amongst sedges,

forbs and low shrubs and had erect stems to 20 cm tall. Whilst flower-
ing was several weeks away the plants were still very attractive to see.

The local form had wider stem sleaves than other places, which were
distinctly rhombic in outline. Eric reported that the plants here have up
to seven white or pink petalled flowers, often with a dark centre. This
species is recorded as flowering between August and September and
pink-petalled plants are illustrated in Burman and Bean (1985: page
99). It often grew in the company of D. aliciae (dry land form), D. es-
terhuysenae, D. hilaris, D. glabripes and D. trinervia. In December all
D. cistiflora plants were dormant and there were no signs of this spe-

cies.
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A, Habit. B, Flower. C, calyx. D, Sepal. F, Bracteole. C, Ovary and Styles. H, Stipule. I, leaf.
J, cross section ofpetiole. l, Drosera aliciae.2, fhosera glabripes
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D. x corinthiaca
For many years Eric had been watching the development of two

unusual yellow-green sundews in the lowest D. slackii site. These
plants formed flat rosettes, to 5 cm across with decidedly narrow,
spathulate leaves. Eric had not seen these plants flower but it was
noted that both plants had produced a few new plants from the roots,
forming two small colonies. He suspected the plants were a natural hy-
brid, and this was confirmed in December when mature, flowering
plants were seen. Unlike the first two plants known, the mature plants
form erect stems, which are thickly clothed in narrow spathulate leaves,
thus resembling a stout form of one parent, D. glabripes. The atfactive
dark pink flowers are supported on tall scapes, and have multiply di-
vided styles, a feature of their other parent, D. aliciae. This natural hy-
brid is probably sterile and thus the hundred or so mature plants at the
site represent many chance cross-pollination events and the establish-
ment'of seed. The plants grew on the edge of peaty wetlands, some-
times in the company of D. aliciae, and also extended into damp sandy
soil, although not quite reaching the drier sites where D. glabripes
grows. I had the privilege of describing and naming this natural hybrid,
co-authoring the paper with Eric. The specific name is based on the co-
lumnar appearance of mature plants.

D. esterhuysenae
The flat to weakly semi-erect roseffed sundew D. esterhuysenae

is a dry soil grower, which is locally common on hillsides in well-
drained sandy soil. The rosette reaches 8cm across and the pale green
leaves are nanowly wedge shaped, often with a weakly flared petiole,
and have a conspicuous covering of white hairs on the under surface.
Over time the rosettes build a pedestal to 8 cm tall, and from the her-
barium specimens seen of such plants they have a most impressive ap-
pearance, and can be ticky to identifr. Such plants have grown in long
intervals between fires for all plants Eric and I saw had flat rosettes
which lacked a stem, and which had resprouted from the roots. In De-
cember many plants were going dormant, with withering rosettes pres-
ent, however, a few plants were flowering. The large pink flowers are

born on a relatively short scape. The three styles are only divided once
from the base, and thus they have a flower stucture more like D. cap-
ensrs than the closely related D. aliciae. This variant often grew wittr
the dry land form of D. aliciae and D. cistiflora.

There has been some debate as to the taxonomic status of this lo-
cal variant. Some authorities heat it as a variant of D. aliciae, however,
the flower structure is quite different. Also, unlike the dry land varianl
of D. aliciae, this taxon does not tolerate wet conditions in cultivation,
and has proved di{ficult to grow outside its natural range.
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D. glabripes
The stem forming D. glabripes grows in well-drained sandy soil

on hill slopes in the area. The species has slender, spathulate leaves to
3 cm long which have much divided white stipule at the junction with
the stem. The leaves are nanower and clearly spaced along the stem

when compared with its natural hybrid with D. aliciae. This species
was seen to be growing back strongly after the fires of the previous
summer. Many growing points had formed from the protected roots of-
ten resulting in attractive local clusters of short-stemmed plants; most
of these were doomed to die whilst one, rarely two, plants would grow
to maturity.

Plants were seen in flower in December. The short scapes, to
l0cm long, supported several pick-petalled flowers to 2 cm across. The
styles were seen to be bifurcate only from the base, and terminate in
weakly flared stigmatic surfaces.

Given the well-drained soils where this species grows it is com-
mon for its growth to slow over the sufilmer period, with some plants
going completely dormant. This species often grew near D. cistiflora,
D. trinervia, D. esterhuysenae, the dry land D. aliciae variant and D.
hilaris.

D. hilaris
The distinctive D. hilaris is one of the most uncommon sundews

in the region. It is confined to the tops of the closest coastal escarp-
ment, just below the shelf with the main access road and paths, and

thus in readily accessible areas. This location appears to maximise the
additional moisture of low clouds and coastal mist which formes
throughout out the year.

This sundew has an unmistakeable appearance: it has an erect to
scrambling stem that is often clothed in sort hairs. The rectangular
leaves, to l.5cm wide by 8cm long are born on a-narrower petiole that
widens as it approaches the leaf. Both sides of the petiole, and the leaf

under surface are conspicuously hairy. Mature plants have been re-
corded flowering between September and November, and a flowering
plant is illustrated in Burman and Bean (1985: page 99).

This species rarely continues to grow into summer. As with D.
glabripes as the soil begins to dry in late spring, the plant produces

consecutively shorter leaves until the growing point becomes dormant.
Thus this plant can be difficult to find in early summer, as was the case

during my second visit to the area. A few plants in very sheltered
places, at the base of some Ericas, Restios and Proteas, had yellow-
green leaves which were still bedewed. Most plants at the site were

dormant.

This species grows away from most other sundews, but dry land

D. aliciae, D. cistitlora, D. esterhuysenae, D. glabripes, and D. triner-
viawere seen near this population during the visits.

D. ramentacea
The unusual D. ramentacea was not seen during my visits to the

area but has been collected here in the past. This species is best likened
to a very hairy form of D. capensis that grows on well-drained sandy

soil. Unlike this well-know allied taxon, this sundew has broader
leaves, scapes which commonly bifurcate near the apex, and have

short-stalked glandular hairs around the buds. As with D, glabripes and

D. hilaris this sundew has a summer resting period, and its tendency to
go completely dormant is intermediate between both these two species.

D. slackii
The most attractive D. slackii occurs in peaty wetlands on the

south flanks of this mountain range. I had the privilege of seeing this
species in two places, including the type location. The plants form
large flat rosettes to 8cm across. The wedge-shaped leaves have a con-

spicuously flaring petiole, and thus resemble the body of an elongate

guitar in outline. In addition, the plants have a prominent blood-red

stipule at the leaf base, a covering or few, coarse red hairs on the leal
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under surface and a flower structure consisting of 3 styles which bifur-
cate from the base and then once more at the apex. The white flrlaments
are swollen at the apex and add to the appeal of the purple petalled
flowers. This species was only recently described (Cheek, 1987). It is
common in the peaty wetlands of this area and grows with D. admi-
rabilis, D. aliciae, D. capensis, D. x corinthiaca, U. bisquamata and R.

gorgonias.

Drosera trinervia
The winter-growing rosetted D. trinerttia is a common species on

well-drained sandy soil on local hill slopes and hillsides. The rosettes

are up to 4 cm across and composed on nanow wedge-shaped leaves.

The leaf under-surface is glandular-hairy and has three main raised
veins, hence the specific name. Like D. cistiflora, this species grows
from a rootstock of a few swollen roots, to which the plant reheats dur-
ing the annual summer drought. From late winter the plants send up

one to four scapes which in this area have white-petalled flowers.

This sundew grows in surprising abundance in the area, often in
places where you would least expect to find a camivorous plant. It fre-
quently grows with D. cistiflora, and near the dry land form of D.
aliciae, D. esterhuysenae, D. glabripes, D. hilaris and (probably) D.
ramentacea.

The photo in Burman and Bean (1985, page 99) for this species

instead appears to be D. zeyheri, with rounded leaf apices and solitary,
large, dark-centred flowers). This may suggest that this ally of D. cisti-

tlora also grows in the area?

Utr i cul ari a b is quamat a
Only one species of bladderwort grew in peaty wetlands in the

area. However, at least two forms of U. bisquamata occurred in the

area. The most common form had many small purple and yellow flow-
ers, less than 5mm long - like the form now very commonly cultivated.
The large flower form, with flowen to 2cm wide, and resembling U.
dichotoma in shape, occurred in one wetland. This form had fewer
flowers per scape, and has been found not to be vigorous in cultivation.
There is a chance that plants with intermediate sized flowers may also

have been in the area based on a study of herbarium specimens in Cape

Town. This bladderwort grew with D. admirabilis, D. aliciae, D. cap-

ensis, D. x corinthiaca, D. slackii and R. gorgonias.
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Roridula gorgonias
The sticky-leaved shrub, Roridula gorgonias, was a conspicuous

plant in peaty wetlands in the area. Whilst not carnivorous it haps a

range of insects in the resin-tipped glands on the leaves. It has been re-
cently found that the plant benefits from these via nufiient transfer car-
ried out by a bug that feeds on fiapped insects and places its droppings
on the leaf surface where nutrient transfer takes place. It is recorded as

flowering between July and October and is illustrated in Burman and
Bean (1985: page 99).

This species is a fire-killed re-seeder that builds up a soil seed-

bank between burns. Eric had reported seeing a few plants over 2 me-
fres tall in the area but we were unable to see these in the unburnt
mountain fnbos. Instead we saw dense populations of seedlings, the
mass of red leaves created an eye-catching band visible from at least
500 metres away. At the wetland site we found thousands of seedlings
up to 15 cm tall with ovate leaves, a few of these seedlings were seen

flowering in December at about 12 months age. It is likely that a very
small number of these seedlings will survive for more than a few years,
but those in the best sites will grow into impressive plants until their
likely demise in the next fne. This species grew with D. admirabilis,
D. aliciae, D. capensis, D. x corinthiaca, D. slackii and U. bisquamata.

From these observations a few pointers on cultivation may be
gleaned. The plants in peaty soil are the most amenable to cultivation.
They may be grown in a pot of peat and sand, with water supplied by a
tray or large saucer, and placed in a sunny, humid environment. Most
will grow readily from seeds or root cuttings, and seed of R. gorgonias
will require exposure to conditions mimicking the passage of a bush
fire; such as soaking in a gibberellic acid solution, soaking in a solution
of smoke water, or maybe even nicking the seedcoat and soaking for
several days in water. Once germinated this species appears likely to be

an easy subject in cultivation. Some locally native species from this, D.
capensis and U. bisquamata, have already amply demonstrated their
liking to conditions in carnivorous plant collections.
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' Plants from well-drained sandy soils: dry land D. aliciae, D. cisti-

flora, D. esterhuysenae, D. glabripes, D. hilaris, D. ramentacea and D.
trinervia are more challenging subjects to grow. The dry land variant
of D. aliciae, and to a lesser degree, D. trinerttia, are more tolerant of
damp to wet sandy mixes over summer, and in fact the D. aliciae vari-
ant will resemble the typical form of peaty wetlands when placed in
year-round humid conditions. The other species, however, as less ac-
commodating and will require special attention during their summer
dormancy. In many ways they may be grow like tuberous Drosera, in
large pots with a peaty sand mixture. Once dormant the pot may be
placed in a sheltered location, and watered a few times over swnmer so

the mix remains slightly damp. Once growth has resumed they may
then be placed back in a sunny position and watered well.

Ironically D. hilaris has proved to be a very diflicult plant to
grow in Cape Town for it is a species of misty coastal hill slopes. Eric
found that he had the most success with this species by growing it in
hays of sphagnum moss on the shaded floor of his highland Nepenthes
collection. The plants were mist-watered several times a day, everyday
ofthe year. The plants grew year round but had not yet flowered.

When you are in South Africa I highly recommend a visit to the
Kleinriviersberge above Hermanus, particularly in spring or early sum-
mer. The 13 variants of carnivorous plant, and fascinatng Roridula
gorgonias are easily seen on walks in the area. In addition to these spe-

cies is a breath-takingly diverse and fascinating flora in a very beautiful
setting.
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Never give up on Drosonhvllum seeds Sami Marjanen

Two years ago when living in Canderra I planted three or four
Drosophyllum lusitanicum seeds in separate pots (in peat/sand/potting
mix blend). One plant came up after several weeks but was hit by the
frost and soon perished. The remaining pots then dried and were dis-
carded at the side of the house to bake in the sun.

18 months later after moving to the South Coast I returned to
Canberra to collect some old pots, amongst other things. Ah, some old
soil..... That might come in handy! Into plastic bags it went and into
the car boot. Weeks passed and the plastic bag full of soil sat some-
where in the yard until one day I was planting some deciduous tree
seeds. The soil went into a tray and was watered as required for the tree
seeds with the hose.

Months later I was looking at the 2cm high tree seedlings when a

familiar glint of sunlight struck me from the middle of the tray. There
right in front of me was a very robust 2cm high Drossophyllum lusi-
tanicum. It had travelled a long way (and probably a long way up
through the soil as well!) to finally germinate two years later. I have
never thrown out an old pot of seed since. Let them dry out and try
again later!

Flytran Ouestion Corner
On the green slime. It looks untidy but seems to be generally harmless.
I have had a tiny D. ordensis seedling 'swim' up through about 3-4cm
of thick slime and will have to remain there until it grows bigger. Try-
ing to remove the slime from around the seedling would probably de-
capitate the long stem it formed. Sami Marjanen

Just to back up what Sami said above, I've thrown out tuberous
Drosera seed over the years, thinking that after six months without ger-
mination, the seed was infertile. After speaking to Fred Howell about
seed I decided to hang on to some old pots of D. bulbosa ssp. bubosa
and D. erythrorhiza ssp erythrorhiza and three years later....... Bingo!
This season they're coming up everywhere. Ed
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Scad Bmh
All seed 50c per packet plus $2 postage

Seed
tE Bybllr llnlllon
Droren
20 rllclro
5l rudculrh (tuiglcrcr)
0l rudcuhh
02 rudculrh (plnk fi owrr)
0t rudculrh (wtrlb llorlcr)
le Unrb T form'
39 bumrnll
50 crprndr
O crpcnrlr 1. rlbr'
5C crprndr "Nrnow lcrf"
50 crpcnrlr "ilrnow lcrl" (Hrlry)
12 crpcnrb'nd"
lil cocclcrullr
27 dlcbhnr
Sitlllllomlr
30 rp.'lthlowl'
33 nldffomlr
00 pdbb (JrMr Bry l{.S.W.)
32 plbb (nd rortb, whlb pcll)
3l pdhb (plnklloYrf
53 puchrllr (onryr iornr)
20 rprbhb
2l rprtuhb (Engrdlnc)
05 rprtthh rrp.lovclhc
04 Tokrbndr'(rcOndlfollr x rprhtbtr)
2E Drorophyllm lurlhnlcum
37 Dlonrcr murclpulr
57 lhpcnthcr wnblcorr
58 N. rp.l phlllplnu x wn0lcorr
55 Utlcuhdr longllolh rp.forycthm
50 U. brnchrUl
To purchee your seed

8y Mall-

Pachas on hand
l5

t2
20
6

t0
l0
31
3{
40
12

0

30

20
t0
t5
5

t0
E

t5
t0

5

0

5
5

t0
t5
20
20
50

40
t0
5

Send your dreque or money oder payable to tl.S.W. Crrnlvorour Phnt Soclrty -
F0 Bor 9, Xlngrwry Wert, llSlU, 2208.
(Plur lnchdc l2.O on thc btrl of hc odor b covrr porhgc wlhln Aurbrllrt t3.fi1lor
ovcrcrr) lth edvbcd b conbct Grcg Boufic by phono (02) 951E l32E or crnrll

beforc order.


